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Not Like We Used To
Swelo

These are the chords played in the Not Like We Used To by Swelo

         Bb           Gm      Eb     F
Oh we re not like we used to be, yeah
         Bb           Gm      Eb    F
No we re not like we used to be, No
           Bb            Gm
You ve got all your new lovers
         Eb          F
I ve got all my new friends
         Bb           Gm      Eb
No we re not like we used to be

         Bb           Gm      Eb     F
No we re not like we used to be, yeah
         Bb           Gm      Eb    F
No we re not like we used to be, oh
         Bb             Gm
I ve got all these new lovers
           Eb            F
You ve got all your new friends
         Bb           Gm      Eb   F
No we re not like we used to be

Bb   Bb/F# Gm
Take me back
         Eb
To those days
Bb   Bb/F# Gm
Take me back
         Eb
To those days
Bb   Bb/F# Gm
Take me back
         Eb     F
To those days

          Bb           Gm      Eb     F
But we re not like we used to be, yeah
         Bb           Gm      Eb    F
No we re not like we used to be, No
         Bb             Gm
We ve got all these new lovers
           Eb            F
We ve got all all new friends
         Bb           Gm      Eb   F
No we re not like we used to be



         Bb           Gm      Eb   F
No we re not like we used to be
         Bb           Gm      Eb   F
No we re not like we used to be
         Bb             Gm
We ve got all these new lovers
           Eb            F
We ve got all these new friends
         Bb              Gm      Eb
Can t go back to how it used to be

Melody tabbed out(listen to get the rhythm):
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